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About This Content

Scenario Description:
The year is 1492. To the courts of England, France, and Spain come intrepid explorers, anxious to voyage across the Atlantic in
search of a western route to China and the Indies. Will they found a new trade route and uncover untold riches from the Asian

shores? Or will they perhaps run aground on undiscovered lands along their way? Will native peoples be receptive to the
knowledge and trade prospects presented to them, or will they fight against the invaders of their homeland? What riches, fame,
and opportunities await those who brave the unknown waters? What path will you choose? Who will prevail in the struggle for

supremacy over this New World?
Spain – Isabella

Isabella I was the Queen of Castile and Leon for 30 years, and with her husband Ferdinand, laid the groundwork for the
consolidation of Spain. For her role in the Spanish unification, patronage of Columbus' voyages to America, and ending of the
Reconquista (Recapturing) of the Iberian Peninsula, Isabella is regarded as one of the most beloved and important monarchs in

the Spanish crown.
Inca – Pachacuti

Pachacuti was the ninth ruler of the Kingdom of Cusco, who during his reign expanded the tiny kingdom into an expansive
empire - Tawantinsuyu. Pachacuti's Incan Empire stretched from modern-day Chile to Ecuador, including most of Peru, Bolivia,

and northern Argentina, and laid the foundation for an even larger Incan Empire to come.
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Title: Civilization V - Civ and Scenario Double Pack: Spain and Inca
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Sid Meier's Civilization
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2010

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP SP3/ Windows® Vista SP2/ Windows® 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0 GHz

Memory: 2GB RAM

Graphics:256 MB ATI HD2600 XT or better, 256 MB nVidia 7900 GS or better, or Core i3 or better integrated graphics

DirectX®: DirectX® version 9.0c

Hard Drive: 8 GB Free

Sound: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Polish,Korean
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This is a good game i give it a 5 stars. Unless they have a sequal this game is really a good game but the ending leaves much to
be desired and I can't find a continuation of the game. Interesting concept that is horribly executed, game basically relies on
dead multiplayer or bugged AI.. Just an absolute joy to play.. A very difficult game. Expect to die often. I suspect it might be
much easier to play with a gamepad. Based on my keyboard play, moving quickly enough before dying seemed to be very
challenging. The graphics seem to be procedurally generated, and are simplistic and retro, which may appeal to some. I'd
recommend to the developers an easier start into the game, ramping up the difficulty more gradually. As it stands, it's more
dying and not enough enjoyment.

Make up your own mind with gameplay https://youtu.be/HtME7jLlUNk. Love these maps, too bad nobody play em becacase
the game isn't standalone yet and not enough people play... Don't do it.

Got it for $.99 thinking it's just a dollar. That money would have been better off in the trash.
Controls are terrible, gameplay in general is crap. It's 2016 and there's no episode 2 for obvious reasons. Ain't worth it.
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Bought this thinking it would be a casual puzzle game, turned out to be quite a stressful, timing\/coordination\/puzzle game
which is quite challenging.. And that isn't a complaint. Great game!

To the devs, defiantly needs a leader board, but also if possible some co-op modes would be interesting if that could be worked
out. I know that would be quite a big change but I think it would be worth it, like multiple colors to solve the maze. or perhaps
just a racing mode.. Loved this!! I look forward to more!!. Good game give it a try.. Cute graphics, smooth animation, catchy
music and most importantly - tight controls.. Music on some courses are good. Liveries are excellent, but some are hard to
differentiate from behind. Verticality on some maps are excellent and are very enjoyable to traverse.

Outer pipes are an interesting edition to the game, but there are just too many tubes to manage efficiently, and it's surprisingly
difficult not to go flying off the end of one into space, ruining any chance of a record. It's incredibly frustrating. Medals are
unbalanced, the survival runs are just too easy, while some of the time trials are hard to place bronze in.

Hopefully I don't sound like IGN, but "Too much red". I've always loved the concept of racing on mars, but the color just hurts
to look at after a while, especially with the bright blue structures. I adjusted my screen colors just to manage its intensity.

Has a balance of good and not that good, I feel it doesn't really add value to the game.
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